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IMPORTANT NOTICE
This document has been developed through the RISCAuthority and
published by the Fire Protection Association (FPA). RISCAuthority
membership comprises a group of UK insurers that actively support
a number of expert working groups developing and promulgating
best practice for the protection of people, property, business and the
environment from loss due to fire and other risks. The technical expertise
for this document has been provided by the Technical Directorate of
the FPA, external consultants, and experts from the insurance industry
who together form the various RISCAuthority Working Groups. Although
produced with insurer input it does not (and is not intended to) represent
a pan-insurer perspective. Individual insurance companies will have their
own requirements which may be different from or not reflected in the
content of this document.
The FPA has made extensive efforts to check the accuracy of the
information and advice contained in this document and it is believed to
be accurate at the time of printing. However, the FPA makes no guarantee,
representation or warranty (express or implied) as to the accuracy or
completeness of any information or advice contained in this document.
All advice and recommendations are presented in good faith on the basis
of information, knowledge and technology as at the date of publication of
this document.
Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, the FPA makes no
guarantee, representation or warranty (express or implied) that this
document considers all systems, equipment and procedures or state-ofthe-art technologies current at the date of this document.
Use of, or reliance upon, this document, or any part of its content, is
voluntary and is at the user’s own risk. Anyone considering using or
implementing any recommendation or advice within this document should
rely on his or her own personal judgement or, as appropriate, seek the
advice of a competent professional and rely on that professional’s advice.
Nothing in this document replaces or excludes (nor is intended to replace
or exclude), entirely or in part, mandatory and/or legal requirements
howsoever arising (including without prejudice to the generality of the
foregoing any such requirements for maintaining health and safety in the
workplace).
Except to the extent that it is unlawful to exclude any liability, the FPA
accepts no liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect or consequential
loss or damage arising in any way from the publication of this document
or any part of it, or any use of, or reliance placed on, the content of this
document or any part of it.
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RC9: Recommendations for oil-fired heating installations
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Fa
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automatic closure device
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shut when not in use

Rainwater sump formed
as part of base slab
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between tank and support
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base with angle fillet at junction
to deflect ice – capacity 110%
of tank

Figure 1: Bunded oil tank (from Environment Agency publication Above Ground Oil Storage Tanks, PPG2 (ref 21))
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• The need for tanks to be filled to no more than 95% of

Service tank

their capacity to allow for expansion of the contents in

An auxiliary tank having a capacity of not more than 1000 litres.

warm weather.

Tank chamber

Consultation with the oil supplier is advisable before

A fire-resisting compartment enclosing a tank or tanks and

finalizing the minimum net capacity.

associated pipework.

1.1.2 Storage tanks (for fuels with a flashpoint not less than

Bund

38°C) should preferably be installed in the open air above

An enclosure in which a tank is sited.

ground level, as specified in section 1.2 below. Where this
is not practicable they should be installed within a tank

Fire valve

chamber in a building, as specified in section 1.3, or − only

An automatically operated, quick-closing valve to shut off the oil

if unavoidable − above a roof, as specified in 1.4.

supply in the event of fire.

1.1.3 The fuel tanks must be cylindrical steel tanks (not

Duct

galvanised) of all-welded construction according to BS

The passage or connection carrying the combustion products

10 (ref. 22), BS EN 14015 (ref. 23) or OFS T200 (ref. 24).

from the burners to the entry of the chimney.

Alternatively, proprietary double-skinned plastic tanks may
be installed. Polyethylene tanks and tank systems should

Hazardous area

comply with OFS T100 (ref. 25).

DSEAR describes a hazardous area as: ‘A place in which an
explosive atmosphere may occur in such quantities as to require

1.1.4 Safety, security, access and maintenance needs must be

special precautions to protect the health and safety of the workers

considered when storing oil. All tanks should be positioned,

concerned is deemed to be hazardous.’ The regulations classify

or other steps taken, to minimise the risk of damage by

hazardous areas in terms of zones based on the frequency and

impact.

duration of the occurrence of an explosive atmosphere.

1.1.5 Oil should not be stored in hazardous locations (for

Secondary containment

example, within 10 metres of a watercourse or 50 metres of

A means of retaining any leakage from the tank, ancillary pipework

a well or borehole). Storage at or above roof level is also not

and associated equipment and fittings. Secondary containment

recommended and should be avoided wherever possible.

normally takes the form of a bund.

1.1.6 Oil should be stored in a tank of sufficient strength and
structural integrity to ensure that it is unlikely to burst or

Flashpoint

leak in ordinary use. It is recommended that tanks with a

The lowest liquid temperature at which, under certain

design life (with proper maintenance) of 20 years are used.

standardised conditions, a liquid gives off vapours in a quantity
such as to be capable of forming an ignitable vapour/air mixture

1.1.7 For ease of inspection and maintenance (see Section 9)

(see BS EN 60079-10-1, ref. 22).
Zone

1.2

Hazardous areas are classified into zones based upon the

1.2.1 When selecting a location for above-ground tanks, note

frequency of the occurrence and duration of an explosive gas
atmosphere. Full details are set out in BS EN 60079-10-1 (ref. 22).

RECOMMENDATIONS

Installation in the open air
should be taken of the following:
• the fall of the ground in relation to residential areas and
exposed risks in the event of a large spillage;
• access to all areas around the site;

1.

Tank installations

1.1

General considerations

• drainage systems;

1.1.1

Fuel tanks should be of sufficient capacity to store the

• available water supplies;

usual volume ordered plus two weeks’ reserve supply
at the maximum rate of consumption (refs. 13 and 14).
When considering the volume of tank required for a new
installation, it should be of sufficient size when considering:
• the need to avoid business interruption as a result of a
lack of heating for the premises;
• the economy of scale when purchasing large quantities
of fuel;
• the need for additional capacity to allow against
overfilling and the thermal expansion of the fuel in
hot weather;
• the additional volume below the fuel take-off required
to accommodate sludge and water at the bottom of
the tank;
• the additional volume required to accommodate
heating and any other equipment within the tank.
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tanks should not be installed one on top of another.

• population densities around the site;
• the location of boreholes, aquifers or artesian wells
within 500m of the site; and
• the exposure of the tank or its bund to impact damage
from vehicular movements.
1.2.2 Tanks should be located not closer than 50m to a source
of potable water such as a well, spring or borehole, or
10m to a watercourse. Care should also be taken that
spilled oil cannot reach these waters by running across
hard ground, or by entering open drains or loose fitting
manhole covers. Care should also be taken to locate tanks
so as to prevent oil soaking into the ground where it could
pollute groundwater.
The storage of fuel on low level ground or on a flood plain
should also be avoided wherever possible. Advice should
be sought from the insurer if the latter cannot be avoided.

1.2.3 All tanks, valves and ancillary equipment should be situated

• Provide a fire wall between the tank and any part of

within an oil tight secondary containment system such as

the boundary, with the wall having at least 120 minutes’

a bund (see Figure 1). Tanks should be located so that the

resistance to fire from either side. The fire wall should

tank vent outlets are visible from the filling point.

extend at least 300mm higher and wider than the tank.

1.2.4 To avoid pollution, a bund capable of containing at least

1.2.12 The security of tanks of highly flammable and flammable

110% of the capacity of the largest tank in the bund or 25%

liquids is of the utmost importance. All oil storage tanks

of the aggregate volume, whichever is the greater, should

should be within a secure area protected by welded mesh,

be provided.

palisade or similar perimeter protection complying with a

[The Control of Pollution (Oil Storage) (England) Regulations

recognised standard (such as BS 1722-12 (ref. 38)). If the

(ref. 15) make specific requirements for the provision of

site is enclosed and there is a security access control

containment of oil storage. These include a responsibility

system in place, there is no requirement for an additional

on those having custody or control of oil storage facilities

fence around the tank or bund.

to provide secondary containment to prevent oil escaping
into the water environment, including premises on which
200 litres or more of fuel oil is stored above ground level.]

1.3

1.3.1 The tank chamber should be located against an outer wall
of the building.

Research (ref. 26) involving tanks of 25m3 or less suggests
that the 10% safety margin is inadequate in some

Installation within a tank chamber

1.3.2 The tank chamber should be constructed of bricks, blocks,

circumstances to provide protection from loss of oil due

or concrete and have at least 240 minutes’ fire resistance.

to these factors. Specialist advice should be taken in

Any door in the internal wall of the chamber should have a

these situations.

fire resistance equal to that of the wall in which it is situated.
(For information on fire doors and shutter assemblies see

1.2.5 The distance between the tank and the bund wall should

ref. 28). If a separate bund is not provided, this should be

be at least 750mm and between the tank and the base

formed by raised door sills to accommodate a leakage

at least 600mm to allow access for external inspection.

equivalent to least 110% of the capacity of the tank.

(Further guidance can be obtained from ref. 1.)
1.2.6 Although commonly constructed of metal, proprietary

1.3.3 The roof of the chamber should be of 150mm concrete and
the floor of brickwork, stone, concrete, or other material

double-skinned plastic tanks with a capacity of 2500

impervious to oil. It should not be overlaid with asphalt.

litres or less may be used and need not be protected by
a bund provided they are protected from impact and all
pipework is routed via the top of the tank. A risk assessed

1.3.4 The tank chamber should be adequately ventilated,
preferably by natural means, with an inlet and outlet direct

approach to both fire and environmental hazards should

to the open air. Ventilation piping and ducts should be so

be undertaken when consideration is being given to the

arranged that the contents of the tank cannot escape from

installation of plastic tanks.

the chamber. Any ventilating trunking between the tank
chamber and the open air that passes through any other

1.2.7 Each fuel tank should be provided with a separate bund;
where this is not practicable, low separation kerbs should

part of the building should be enclosed with brickwork,

be provided for each tank within the bund.

concrete or other suitable fire-resistant cladding and be
independent of any other ventilation trunking. Trunking

1.2.8 The bund should be oil-tight and of non-combustible

must not be vented into a chimney, service shaft or

construction. It should have an impervious base and

smoke shaft.

impervious, reinforced walls.
1.2.9 Provision should be made for removing water/oil from the

1.3.5 If electrical equipment, wiring, or fittings are to be installed

bund, but such provision should not allow the uncontrolled

in the chamber, they should be selected so as to be

escape of water or oil. A bund drain valve, which is kept

suitable for use in the hazardous zone in which they are

in the closed position, will suffice. Where tank capacities

to be located. Expert assistance may need to be sought

exceed 1000 litres, a drainage sump should be provided

to undertake a suitable assessment to identify the

within the bunded area.

appropriate zones (see refs. 22 and 29). This also applies if

1.2.10 The

bund

and

the

surrounding

area

should

a double-skinned plastic storage tank is used.

be

inspected regularly and kept free of rubbish and other

The form of lighting to be installed is dependent on whether

combustible materials.

the tank chamber is classified by a DSEAR assessment as
a ‘hazardous area’. Under such circumstances, electrical

1.2.11 External oil storage tanks should be located at least

apparatus should comply with BS EN 60079-10-1 (ref 22).

1800mm from any part of a building and 760mm from a
boundary of the property (ref. 27). Where this is impractical:

1.4

• The wall of the building should be imperforate within

1.4.1 Installation should only be made at roof level when no

1800mm of a tank, with at least 120 minutes’ fire
resistance to an internal fire, or

Installation above a roof

practical alternative is available. Only service tanks and
storage tanks not exceeding a total capacity of 3500 litres

• Provide a fire wall with at least 120 minutes fire resistance

may be installed at roof level above a building, and then

between the tank and any part of the building within

only where the roof is constructed of hollow blocks and

1800mm of the tank. This fire wall should extend at least

reinforced concrete at least 130mm thick. It is essential

300mm higher and wider than the tank, or

that a bund should be provided in accordance with 1.2.4.
5

1.5

Auxiliary tanks

2.8

type of fuel that the tank holds and the capacity of the tank.

1.5.1 Auxiliary tanks should be avoided, but may be used
in connection with large installations where oil storage

2.

2.9

from the drain valve as is practicable and be located to

equipment. An oil-circulating system is preferred where

ensure that any electric immersion heaters in the bottom

multiple use is required.

of the tank and any associated thermostats will remain
covered with oil.

Pipes and fittings
2.10

on the continued smooth running of business operations.

2.10.1 The fire valve should be situated as near to its tank as

Oil lines should be of non-combustible material and should

possible, in an easily accessible position and within the

be protected, where necessary, against mechanical

boundary of the tank chamber or bund.

damage. The pipework should not be run in concealed
cavities nor be located within lift shafts, ventilation or

2.10.2 The fire valve should be automatically actuated by the
operation of a heat-sensitive device, such as a fusible link,

service ducts.

electrical contact or pneumatic control, placed directly

All oil storage tanks should be provided with an oil level

above each firing place or burner. The temperature rating

indicator clearly visible at the filling point. Sight tubes

of the heat-sensitive device should be not less than 30°C

should be avoided where practicable, but if used should

above the highest ambient temperature. Normally, a rating

not be of glass. They should be adequately protected

of 68°C will be suitable.

against damage and be contained within the boundary

2.10.3 A means of manually actuating the fire valve from a safe

of the tank chamber or bund. There should be a valve

position by means of a link line or other suitable system

between the bottom of the sight tube and the tank, which

should also be provided.

remains automatically closed except when readings are
being taken.
2.3

2.10.4 Where there is a long run of oil pipework or a ring main
system, supplementary fire valves should be fitted at

Remote fill-points should be provided with an audible
overfilling warning device in addition to an oil level indicator;
this includes filling points from which the filler can see

strategic positions.
2.11   Where there is a risk of undetected leakage, consideration
should be given to the provision of pressure-activated

the tank.
2.4

A drain valve should be provided at the lowest part of the
underside of the tank with screw-down gate valve and

devices to shut off the oil supply in such an event.
2.12   Where the service tanks are controlled by a float valve and
electric pump drawing fuel from a storage or auxiliary tank,

either be plugged or blanked off when not in use.
2.5

a means of isolating the electric pump in the event of fire

A vent pipe should be fitted to the top of each tank. The

should be provided, in addition to the fire valve on the

cross-sectional area of this pipe should be at least 50mm

fuel supply.

internal diameter or equal to the cross-sectional area of the
filling pipe. The vent pipe should be free from sharp bends
and should have a continuous rise. It should terminate in

3.

Pumps

3.1

Pumps should be:

the open air in a position where it cannot be tampered

•   positioned to minimise the risk of impact damage

with and the end of the pipe should be kept away from

•   fitted with non-return valves in their feed lines

any zone in which the discharge of air and vapour might be
dangerous or offensive. The open end of the pipe should
point downwards into the bund to prevent accidental water
ingress into the tank and be fitted with an open-mesh

•   protected from unauthorised use
3.2

system (the tank chamber or bund). Where it is necessary

the vent termination since that might impede free rapid

to locate pumps in these areas, all electrical apparatus

dispersion of vapours.

an overflow pipe capable of returning oil to the storage tank

2.7

should comply with BS EN 60079-10-1 (ref. 22). This also
applies if a double-skinned plastic storage tank is used.

Service tanks and any auxiliary tanks should be fitted with
or to a safe position in the event of over-filling.

4.

Ducts and chimneys

4.1

Ducts and chimneys should be substantial and constructed

Filling pipes to storage tanks should be permanently fixed

of non-combustible material capable of withstanding the

and constructed of non-combustible material. Filling points

gas temperatures to which they may be subjected.

should preferably be in the open air and the connecting
thread fitted with a screwed cap capable of being locked

4.2

should also be given to the provision of spark arrestors in

bund. If the filling point is below any portion of the filling line,

appropriate circumstances.

a screw-down, full-way type oil valve should be provided
close to the inlet. If the fill point is not within a bund spill
containers must be used.

Chimneys should be carried to such height and position
as will ensure freedom from downdraught. Consideration

on. The connection for the filling pipe should be within the
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Unless the oil has a flash point of less than 32°C, the pump
sets should be installed within the secondary containment

wire cage. There should be no architectural screening of

2.6

Any oil outlet pipe from a storage tank, auxiliary tank or
service tank should be fitted with a fire valve.

in a small fire having the potential to have a disproportionate effect

2.2

The oil outlet from any tank should be located as far away

would otherwise be impracticably remote from oil-burning

Items of plant and equipment are increasingly expensive, resulting

2.1

The filling point should be clearly identified to indicate the

4.3

Ducts and chimneys should be fitted with access doors
for cleaning.

4.4

Each item of oil-burning equipment should preferably have

short period, then the entire start-up sequence should be

a separate duct and, in any event, ducts from oil-burning

terminated and the controls locked out.

equipment should not be connected to the same chimney
as ducts from apparatus burning solid fuel.
4.5

motor failure or incorrect damper settings should initiate
a shutdown.

monitored and any fall below predetermined levels should

vicinity of ducts. Combustible linings and roofing needs

automatically shut down the boiler.
6.2.3 The flame-sensing device should monitor the presence of
a satisfactory flame and should initiate a shut down if the

Safety system
The safety system of an automatic boiler or furnace
should comprise:

flame is lost.
6.2.4 A safety system shutdown should lock out the automatic
start-up and firing controls and a restart should only be
permissible after the system has been reset manually.

A remote, safely accessible, manually operated, clearly
indicated main fuel valve.

5.2

6.2.2 Fuel pressure and boiler water levels should be continuously

Combustible materials should not be located in the

incombustible collar fitted.

5.1

6.2.1 Airflow rate should be continuously monitored and fan

where ducts pass through fire compartment walls or floors

to be cut back to at least 100mm from the duct and an

5.

An automatic start-up control, which should lock out until:

7.

General

7.1

Cleaning, maintenance and repair of oil-fired installations
should be undertaken in accordance with the guidance set

• the safety system lock-out is released;

out by HSE (see ref. 31). Particular care should be taken

• no flame at the burner is confirmed;

when undertaking hot work on these installations when
purging of the tanks with an inert gas may be necessary.

• the excessive steam pressure or temperature interlock
is satisfied; and

7.2

An automatic fuel valve safety control, which should lock

7.3

located outside, in the open air and, with exception of the

• the air fans are started and proved to be running;

torch end, the gas supply should be by fixed metal piping.
In respect of such use, reference should be made to the

• the timed pre-ventilation or purge period has been

RC8 (ref. 32). There should be a clear distance of 6m

completed; and

alight, which will then unlock and open to permit

between the LPG cylinders and a storage tank.
7.4

using non-combustible absorbent materials, and the

down if:

source of the oil leak rectified. Cleanliness is especially

the main burner flame sensor does not confirm the
main burner flame alight within the predetermined
lighting-off period or at any subsequent stage of

important during hot works and purging of tanks.
7.5

the position required for satisfactory operation and the

any of the safety interlocks such as fuel pressure,

relief doors should be examined to see that they are

excessive pressure, excessive temperature, fan

free to operate. No attempt should be made to light a

motor failure etc fail to be satisfied.
6.

fully automatic burner by hand in the event of failure of
the automatic ignition device. It is essential with semi-

Burner controls

automatic and hand-controlled plant that care should be

To limit the risk of fire or explosion during the lighting-off

taken to ensure that oil is not allowed to flow to a burner

sequence and to ensure that firing can only continue while

until a satisfactory source of ignition is present. This should

safe conditions prevail, the following principal procedures

be clearly reflected in written start-up procedures.

and facilities are recommended, for both manual and
automatic-fired boilers and furnaces.
6.1

Before starting up, care should be taken that all duct
dampers and air inlet dampers are secured open in

firing or;
-

Cleanliness in all parts of the installation is essential. Oil
leakages should be cleaned up immediately, preferably

introduction of fuel but will again lock out and shut

-

Where liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) in cylinders is used
to start up oil-fired equipment, the cylinders should be

out until:

• the spark igniter is powered or the pilot flame is proved

Equipment should be installed and operated by trained
personnel in accordance with manufacturers’ instructions.

• the low-water interlock is satisfied
5.3

During normal firing:

Proprietary sleeves or penetration seals should be fitted
(see ref. 30).

4.6

6.2

7.6

monoxide must always be considered when installing oil

During start-up:

fired appliances. Ventilation should be sufficient to ensure

6.1.1 The furnace, ducts, and stack should be adequately
purged and pre-ventilated with fresh air before any attempt
is made to light up the main burner(s).

adequate air for combustion purposes.
7.7

Where it is necessary to lag tanks and/or pipework, only
non-combustible materials should be used. Lagging

6.1.2 A reliable ignition source should be confirmed as available

should be protected against contamination by oil or other

before fuel can be introduced to the main burner(s).
6.1.3 After introducing fuel to the main burner, a flame-sensing

The hazards associated with the production of carbon

flammable liquids.
7.8

Signs which clearly specify the grade of fuel to be used

device should look for the main flame and, if this is not

and capacity of the storage tank should be prominently

established as correctly alight within a predetermined

displayed at the fuel filling point.
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7.9

A clear space of at least 1m should be maintained around

suppression installations for property protection as well as
life safety purposes.

the heater. The provision of a metal guard is recommended
to maintain the clear space and protect the heater from
impact damage.
7.10

10.1

Appropriate extinguishing facilities should be readily
available for emergency use in connection with any oilburning equipment, tank chamber or bund. In certain
circumstances fixed fire protection systems may be
appropriate.

10.2

Where premises are protected by sprinklers, boiler-rooms
or other compartments having oil-fired appliances or
tank chambers should be protected in accordance with
the provisions of the LPC rules for automatic sprinkler
installations incorporating BS EN 12845 (see BS EN 12845
clause 6.2.3 and Technical Bulletin 214, Sprinkler protection
of flammable liquid stores) (ref. 35). Adequate provision
should be made for the removal of liquid waste.

10.3

A suitable number of appropriate (Class B rated) portable
fire extinguishers, approved and certificated by an
independent, third-party certification body, should be
provided near storage tanks, auxiliary tanks, service
tanks, pumps, and burners in accordance with BS 5306-8
(ref. 36).

10.4

Where fire extinguishers are exposed to the environment

Before starting up, the operator should check the fusible
link and cabling connected to the fire valve as these are
often found to be defective

8.

Maintenance

8.1

Maintenance instructions should be provided by the
supplier or installer of the equipment. The instructions
should include details of the required frequency of servicing.
Unless otherwise advised in that documentation, oil fired
boilers and associated equipment should be serviced
annually in accordance with the BS 5410-1 and BS 5410-2.
(refs 13 and 14).

8.2

Routine maintenance of the heating installation should
be undertaken by a competent person. A register of
competent persons to carry out this work is maintained by
the Oil Firing Technical Association (OFTEC) (see ref. 33).

8.3

All bunds, tanks, pipework and associated fittings should
be inspected by the user weekly for signs of damage.

8.4

they should be protected by proprietary cabinets or
coverings.

To ensure the bund retains its integrity, any defects in the
bund wall or lining should be repaired promptly; damage to
the tank or pipework should be dealt with immediately.

8.5

10.5

Where provided in external areas, a suitable anti freeze
agent should be added to the contents of water based
extinguishers by the service engineer at the time of the
annual servicing of the equipment.

10.6

All fire extinguishers should be serviced at least annually by
a competent engineer in compliance with BS 5306-3 (ref
37) and more frequently where determined by the fire risk
assessment.

10.7

Any extinguisher that has been damaged or partially used
should be replaced without delay.

10.8

Awareness should be maintained of the possibility of
deliberate fire raising, vandalism and theft of fuel. Such
acts include deliberate attempts to cause pollution. An
appropriate level of security should be observed and valves
on bunds and tanks should normally be kept padlocked in
a closed position.

10.9

An automatic fire detection and alarm system should be
provided within an oil storage chamber; this should be
linked to the main fire alarm indicator panel.

Any condensation water that accumulates within the tank
should be drawn off regularly and disposed of.

8.6

Although rainwater will often evaporate from some areas of
an open bund a collection sump should be included in the
base. If there is no rainwater in the bund after heavy rainfall,
the bund may not be adequately sealed and should be
inspected and repaired as appropriate. If there is a need to
remove accumulated rainwater, this should be performed
with a manually operated pump or by baling from the sump.
This water may be contaminated and should be disposed
of via a registered waste carrier. In some instances it may
be cost-effective to roof the facility.

8.7

Bunds should be kept clear of stored materials or waste.
Any accumulated oil or debris should be removed and
disposed of properly.

8.8

In all cases where waste is removed, the waste producer
is obliged to ensure that the waste contractor removing
the waste is a registered waste carrier and that the waste
is disposed of properly. Waste contaminated with oil may
be designated as ‘special waste’, for which a rigorous
consignment note system applies

9.

Decommissioning

9.1

Before a tank is taken out of use or removed, it should be
fully drained. This work should be undertaken by suitably
qualified technicians.

9.2

Hot work should never be carried out on a decommissioned
tank until it has been degassed and the appropriate
certificate issued (ref. 34).

10.

Fire protection
Because of the importance of the facility to the continuity
of the business, the fire risk assessment should assess
the need for a suitable automatic fire detection and

8

10.10 Sufficient fire alarm sounders should be installed and so
positioned to be clearly audible to allow persons in the
vicinity of external oil storage tanks to evacuate the site.
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Tank installations (section 1)

Are fuel tanks of sufficient capacity to store the usual volume ordered plus two
weeks’ reserve supply at the maximum rate of consumption? (1.1.1)

Are storage tanks for fuels with a flashpoint not less than 38˚C installed in the open
air above ground level? (1.1.2)

Are the fuel tanks cylindrical and of all-welded (non galvanised) steel construction?
(1.1.3)

Are safety, security, access and maintenance needs considered when storing oil?
(1.1.4)

Is oil stored clear of hazardous locations? (1.1.5)

Is oil stored in a tank of sufficient strength and structural integrity to ensure that it is
unlikely to burst or leak in ordinary use? (1.1.6)

For ease of inspection and maintenance are tanks installed on one level and not
one on top of another? (1.1.7)

When selecting a location for above-ground tanks, is note taken of the fall of the
ground, access, drainage systems, available water supplies, population densities
around the site, proximity to boreholes and the like, and the exposure of the tank
or its bund to impact damage from vehicular movements? (1.2.1)

Are tanks located away from low ground and no closer than 50m to a spring, well
or borehole, or 10m to a watercourse? (1.2.2)

Are all tanks and their ancillary equipment situated within an oil tight secondary
containment system such as a bund? (And are tanks so located that the tank vent
outlets are visible from the filling point?) (1.2.3)

To avoid pollution, is a bund capable of containing at least 110% of the capacity
of the largest tank in the bund or 25% of the aggregate volume, whichever is the
greater provided? (1.2.4)

Is the distance between the tank and the bund wall at least 750mm and between
the tank and the base at least 600mm to allow access for external inspection?
(1.2.5)

Is a risk assessed approach undertaken when consideration is being given to the
installation of plastic tanks? (1.2.6)

If a bund is needed, is each fuel tank provided with one separately? (If this is not
practicable, are low separation kerbs provided for each tank within the bund?
(1.2.7)

11.1.1

11.1.2

11.1.3

11.1.4

11.1.5

11.1.6

11.1.7

11.1.8

11.1.9

11.1.10

11.1.11

11.1.12

11.1.13

11.1.14

Checklist

11.1

11.
Yes

No

N/A

Action required

Due date

Sign
on completion
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Is the bund oil-tight and of non-combustible construction? (1.2.8)

Has provision been made for removing water/oil from the bund? (1.2.9)

Is the bund and the surrounding area inspected regularly and kept free of rubbish
and other combustible materials? (1.2.10)

Are external oil storage tanks located at least 1800mm from any part of a building
and 760mm from a boundary of the property? If so, have suitable measures been
taken to prevent the spread of fire? (1.2.11)

Unless the site is enclosed with a security access control system in place, are oil
storage tanks within a bund and protected by welded mesh, palisade or similar
perimeter protection? (1.2.12)

If the tank has to be within a building is the tank chamber located against an
outer wall? (1.3.1)

Is the tank chamber constructed of bricks, blocks, or concrete so as to have at
least 240 minutes’ fire resistance? (1.3.2)

Is the roof of the chamber constructed of 150mm thick concrete and the floor of
brickwork, stone, concrete, or other material impervious to oil, and free of asphalt?
(1.3.3)

Is the tank chamber adequately ventilated, preferably by natural means, with an
inlet and outlet direct to the open air? (1.3.4)

If electrical equipment, wiring, or fittings are to be installed in the chamber, are they
selected so as to be suitable for use in the hazardous zone in which they are to be
located? (1.3.5)

Does lighting and electrical apparatus installed comply with BS EN 60079-10-1
where necessary? (1.3.5)

If the installation is at roof level is no practical alternative available? (1.4.1)

Are auxiliary tanks only used in connection with large installations where oil storage
would otherwise be impracticably remote from oil-burning equipment? (1.5.1)

Pipes and fittings (section 2)

Are oil lines of non-combustible material and are they protected, where necessary,
against mechanical damage? (2.1)

11.1.15

11.1.16

11.1.17

11.1.18

11.1.19

11.1.20

11.1.21

11.1.22

11.1.23

11.1.24

11.1.25

11.1.26

11.1.27

11.2

11.2.1

Yes

No

N/A

Action required

Due date

Sign
on completion
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Is the pipework not within concealed cavities or located within lift shafts, ventilation
or service ducts? (2.1)

Are all oil storage tanks provided with an oil level indicator clearly visible at the
filling point? (2.2)

Are remote fill-points provided with an audible overfilling warning device in addition
to an oil level indicator? (2.3)

Is a drain valve provided at the lowest part of the underside of the tank with a
screw-down gate valve? (2.4)

Is a suitably designed vent pipe fitted to the top of each tank? (2.5)

Are service tanks and any auxiliary tanks fitted with an overflow pipe capable of
returning oil to the storage tank or to a safe position in the event of over-filling?
(2.6)

Are filling pipes to storage tanks permanently fixed and constructed of noncombustible material? (2.7)

Is the filling point clearly identified to indicate the type of fuel that the tank holds
and the capacity of the tank? (2.8)

Are the oil outlets located as far away from the drain valves as is practicable and
located to ensure that any electric immersion heaters in the bottom of the tanks
and any associated thermostats will remain covered with oil? (2.9)

Are oil outlet pipes from storage tanks, auxiliary tanks or service tanks fitted with
fire valves? (2.10)

Is the fire valve situated as near to its tank as possible, in an easily accessible
position and within the boundary of the tank chamber or bund? (2.10.1)

Is the fire valve automatically actuated by the operation of a heat-sensitive device,
such as a fusible link, electrical contact or pneumatic control, placed directly above
each firing place or burner? (2.10.2)

Is there a means of manually actuating the fire valve from a safe position by means
of a link line or other suitable system? (2.10.3)

Where there is a long run of oil pipework or a ring main system, are supplementary
fire valves fitted at strategic positions? (2.10.4)

11.2.2

11.2.3

11.2.4

11.2.5

11.2.6

11.2.7

11.2.8

11.2.9

11.2.10

11.2.11

11.2.12

11.2.13

11.2.14

11.2.15

Yes

No

N/A

Action required

Due date

Sign
on completion
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Where there is a risk of undetected leakage, has consideration been given to the
provision of pressure-activated devices to shut off the oil supply in such an event?
(2.11)

Where the service tanks are controlled by a float valve and electric pump drawing
fuel from a storage or auxiliary tank, is there a means of isolating the electric pump
in the event of fire, in addition to the fire valve on the fuel supply? (2.12)

Pumps (section 3)

Are pumps positioned to minimise the risk of impact damage, fitted with non-return
valves in their feed lines and protected from unauthorised use? (3.1)

Unless the oil has a flash point of less than 32˚C, are the pump sets installed within
the secondary containment system? (3.2)

Where it is necessary to locate pumps in buildings does all electrical apparatus
comply with BS EN 60079-10-1? (3.2)

Ducts and chimneys (section 4)

Are ducts and chimneys substantial and constructed of non-combustible material
capable of withstanding the gas temperatures to which they may be subjected?
(4.1)

Are chimneys carried to such height and position as will ensure freedom
from downdraught? (4.2)

Are ducts and chimneys fitted with access doors for cleaning? (4.3)

Is each item of oil-burning equipment provided with a separate duct? (4.4)

Are proprietary sleeves or penetration seals fitted where ducts pass through fire
compartment walls or floors? (11.5)

Is the vicinity of ducts free of combustible materials? (4.6)

Are combustible linings and roofing cut back to at least 100mm from a duct with
an incombustible collar fitted? (4.6)

Safety system (section 5)

Is a remote, safely accessible, manually operated, clearly indicated main fuel
valve provided? (5.1)

11.2.16

11.2.17

11.3

11.3.1

11.3.2

11.3.3

11.4

11.4.1

11.4.2

11.4.3

11.4.4

11.4.5

11.4.6

11.4.7

11.5

11.5.1

Yes

No

N/A

Action required

Due date

Sign
on completion
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Is there an automatic start-up control, which should lock out until the safety
system lock-out is released; no flame at the burner is confirmed; the excessive
steam pressure or temperature interlock is satisfied; and the low-water interlock
is satisfied? (5.2)

Is there an automatic fuel valve safety control, which should lock out until the
air fans are started and proved to be running; the timed pre-ventilation or purge
period has been completed; and the spark igniter is powered or the pilot flame is
proved alight? (5.3)

Burner controls (section 6)

Are the furnace, ducts, and stack adequately purged and pre-ventilated with fresh
air before any attempt is made to light up the main burner(s)? (6.1.1)

Is a reliable ignition source confirmed as available before fuel can be introduced to
the main burner(s)? (6.1.2)

After introducing fuel to the main burner, does a flame-sensing device look for the
main flame and, if this is not established as correctly alight within a predetermined
short period, then does the entire start-up sequence terminate and the controls
lock out? (6.1.3)

Is the airflow rate continuously monitored and do fan motor failure or incorrect
damper settings initiate a shutdown? (6.2.1)

Are fuel pressure and boiler water levels continuously monitored and if any fall
below predetermined levels does the boiler automatically shut down? (6.2.2)

Does the flame-sensing device monitor the presence of a satisfactory flame and
initiate a shut down if the flame is lost? (6.2.3)

Does a safety system shutdown lock out the automatic start-up and firing controls
and a restart only be permissible after the system has been reset manually? (6.2.4)

General (section 7)

Is cleaning, maintenance and repair of oil-fired installations undertaken in
accordance with the guidance set out by HSE? (7.1)

Is equipment installed and operated by trained personnel in accordance with
manufacturers’ instructions? (7.2)

Where liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) in cylinders is used to start up oil-fired
equipment, are the cylinders located outside, in the open air and, with exception of
the torch end, is the gas supplied in fixed metal piping? (7.3)

11.5.2

11.5.3

11.6

11.6.1

11.6.2

11.6.3

11.6.4

11.6.5

11.6.6

11.6.7

11.7

11.7.1

11.7.2

11.7.3

Yes

No

N/A

Action required

Due date

Sign
on completion
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Cleanliness in all parts of the installation is essential. Are oil leakages cleaned up
immediately using non-combustible absorbent materials, and are the sources of oil
leaks rectified? (7.4)

Before starting up, is care taken that all duct dampers and air inlet dampers are
secured open in the position required for satisfactory operation and are the relief
doors examined to see that they are free to operate? (7.5)

Is ventilation sufficient to ensure adequate air for combustion purposes? (7.6)

Where it is necessary to lag tanks and/or pipework, are only non-combustible
materials used? (7.7)

Is lagging protected against contamination by oil or other flammable liquids? (7.7)

Are signs which clearly specify the grade of fuel to be used and the capacity of the
storage tank prominently displayed at the fuel filling point? (7.8)

Is a clear space of at least 1m maintained around the heater? (7.9)

Before starting up, does the operator check the fusible link and cabling connected
to the fire valve to ensure that they are not defective? (7.10)

Maintenance (section 8)

Are the oil fired boilers and associated equipment serviced annually? (8.1)

Is routine maintenance of the heating installation undertaken by a
competent person? (8.2)

Are all bunds, tanks, pipework and associated fittings inspected weekly for signs
of damage? (8.3)

Are any defects in the bund wall or lining repaired promptly to ensure the bund
retains its integrity? (8.4)

Is any condensation water that accumulates within the tank drawn off regularly and
disposed of? (8.5)

Is a collection sump installed in the base of the bund? (If there is no rainwater in the
bund after heavy rainfall, is the bund adequately sealed?) (8.6)

Are bunds kept clear of stored materials or waste? (8.7)

In all cases where waste is removed from the bund, is the waste removed from site
by a registered waste carrier? (8.8)

Decommissioning (section 9)

11.7.4

11.7.5

11.7.6

11.7.7

11.7.8

11.7.9

11.7.10

11.7.11

11.8

11.8.1

11.8.2

11.8.3

11.8.4

11.8.5

11.8.6

11.8.7

11.8.8

11.9

Yes

No

N/A

Action required

Due date

Sign
on completion
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Before a tank is taken out of use or removed, is it fully drained with the work being
undertaken by suitably qualified technicians? (9.1)

Is hot work prohibited on decommissioned tanks until they have been degassed
and the appropriate certificate issued? (9.2)

Fire protection (section 10)

Are appropriate extinguishing facilities readily available for emergency use? (10.1)

Has consideration been given to installing a fixed fire protection system? (10.1)

Where premises are protected by sprinklers, has the system been installed in
accordance with the provisions of the LPC rules for automatic sprinkler installations
and Technical Bulletin 214? (10.2)

Is there a suitable number of appropriate (Class B rated) portable fire extinguishers,
approved and certificated by an independent, third-party certification body,
provided near storage tanks, auxiliary tanks, service tanks, pumps, and burners?
(10.3)

Where fire extinguishers are exposed to the environment are they protected by
proprietary cabinets or coverings? (10.4)

Where water based extinguishers are provided in external areas, has a suitable anti
freeze agent been added to the contents by the service engineer at the time of the
annual servicing of the equipment? (10.5)

Are all fire extinguishers serviced at least annually by a competent engineer? (10.6)

Has any extinguisher that has been damaged or partially used replaced
without delay? (10.7)

Is awareness maintained of the possibility of deliberate fire raising, vandalism and
theft of fuel, including deliberate attempts to cause pollution? (10.8)

Are valves on bunds and tanks normally kept padlocked in a closed position?
(10.8)

Is an automatic fire detection and alarm system provided within the chamber?
(10.9)

Are sufficient fire alarm sounders installed and so positioned to be clearly audible
to allow persons in the vicinity of external oil storage tanks to evacuate the site?
(10.10)

11.9.1

11.9.2

11.10

11.10.1

11.10.2

11.10.3

11.10.4

11.10.5

11.10.6

11.10.7

11.10.8

11.10.9

11.10.10

11.10.11

11.10.12

Yes

No

N/A

Action required

Due date

Sign
on completion
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